[Abnormalities of microsatellite in transitional cell carcinoma of urinary bladder related with aromatic amine exposure].
To study the microsatellite abnormalities of the aromatic amine exposure-associated transitional cell carcinoma (TCC) and sporadic TCC of urinary bladder, and to evaluate the potential of microsatellite analysis on detection of this diseases. Based on our previous investigations, 5 microsatellite markers (D17S695, D9S162, D3S1295, DBH and D3S1234) that had high frequencies of loss of heterozygosity (LOH) in sporadic TCC, were selected for analysis with the bladder lesions derived from 16 patients with aromatic amine exposure history. The microsatellite analysis with urine sediments from the post-operated patients was also carried out. There was at least one informative marker out of the 5 microsatellite foci showed polymorphism in the DNA derived from 16 patients examined. Within 87.50% (14/16) patients, LOH was detected in the bladder lesions at least with one microsatellite marker. The LOH frequency of D3S1295 was higher in occupational TCC patients than that in sporadic TCC patients. The diagnostic accordance rate of patients showed LOH in at least one microsatellite marker with patients diagnosed by pathology was 81.25% (13/16). In the urine sediments from 8 TCC post-operated patients, LOH was found at least with one microsatellite marker. There could be a different LOH pattern in aromatic amine exposure-associated TCC, and genes near D3S1295 might play a role in the occupational exposure-associated TCC.